
Durango 
Patrons Tremore Mystren  

Languages Duran Common Trade 

Official Name Fort Duran’go     

People Durangan Greeting Mahman! Writing Duric   

Goods Durangan Parting Laetah! Example Example of Writing 

Crafts Durangan M Honorific Sira Motto Stand Your Ground 

Derogatory Butchers F Honorific Sala Symbolism Circle, White, Woman silhouette, 6 

Dread Pallor N Honorific Shava Coinage Shape Name Value 

Notable Settlements CP Square Spot 1:1 

Cities Durango Kolinz Danvar SP Square Tenspot 1:1 

Towns Belltown Hightown Alfons EP Square Fitie 1:1 

Villages Alba Kapoen  GP Square Hunna 1:1 

Hamlets Tendeski Kanada  PP Square Kae 1:1 

Regional Map Notable Persons 

 

Person Reason 

Damein Kurgan Powerful Syndic 

Alfredo Sweet Powerful Syndic 

Elita Ness Grand Marshal 

Thomas Monterosa King  

Bruce Monterosa Prince  

Edison Ford Syndic of Clan For 

    

    

    

    

    

Introduction Social Class % Wealth % Pop 

Reached by the Sea of Songs, surrounded by the Sea of Clouds and the 

Sea of Storms, the Bastion of defense against the evils that may arise 

from the Ancient Lands, the gleaming towers of the city of Duran’go 

reflect the morning light in a thousand glittering windows. 

Windy, often cloudy, cool, and rough, the realm of Durango is the 

most northern of the Bright Lands, gifted with the spirit of its people. 

Four seasons, a vibrant nightlife, and a hand in nearly all the trade 

throughout the Seven Seas gives it a lot more recognition that it often 

deserves.  The Locomotive comes to it from the north east after 

crossing through Blight’s Pass, and the rich and fertile fields of the 

many delightful towns and villages. To the East of the City is the 

Skyport, the graceful towers rising up to greet the airships that arrive 

from all over, and few can match the redoubtable Syndics in their 

graciousness and good humor. 

It is almost a world to itself, with marvelous carriages and cobbled 

streets among the stone and glass towers that mark it the wonder it is. 

 Enslaved 0.0% 0.0% 

 Serf 0% 0% 

 Low 1% 12% 

 Artisan 2% 22% 

 Guildsman 5% 28% 

 Craftsman 4% 10% 

 Tradesman 5% 9% 

 Merchant 5% 8% 

 Patron 6% 5% 

 Aristocrat 15% 3% 

 Nobility 10% 2% 

 Royalty 50% 1% 



Regional Information Race % Wealth % Pop  

Durangan cities are built in towers, typically 528 feet to a side and as 

many as six stories high. These buildings house shops on the lower 

floors, and homes above, with several families living side by side. The 

very wide streets are often filled with riders, traditional carriages and 

wagons, and the popular among the wealthy carriages of the Syndic 

Ford, which are self-propelled wonders of the Mekanist. 

Alcohol is prohibited in Durango, as is prostitution, the use of the 

various dread plants like fadeleaf or myicor or going about without a 

head covering. 

This has led the Syndicates to ensure that such things are provided to 

those who want them – a saloon in Durango is always a hidden place, 

requiring knowledge and connections to find. These activities in turn, 

are opposed not only by the government, but by the Clans as well, 

some of whom are the main suppliers of such. 

The Syndics are known to enjoy a good strong drink, and whiskey is 

one of great popularity, though wine and beer are also made in large 

amounts. Much of this is formally shipped to such places as Eldorado, 

Sibola, and Qivira, where the booze is not as limited. 

Weather in Durango is usually overcast, foggy, damp, windy, and 

unreliable. Rain is often, which helps with the forest’s growth, but it 

also snows in the winter months with drifts as high as fifteen feet 

being a common feature. 

Slavery is not tolerated in Durango. A person bringing a slave to 

Durango is subject to arrest and imprisonment for a term of at least 

five years, and their entire belongings are given to the newly freed 

slave. 

Cambion 0.75% 1%  

Dwarf 10% 4%  

Elf 15% 3%  

Elohim 0.75% 1%  

Fay 4% 0.38%  

Gnome 4% 0.27%  

Gobkin 0.25% 0.09%  

Human 65% 90%  

Therian 0.25% 0.17%  

Econ Class % Wealth % Pop Income/Day 

Enslaved 0% 0.0% 0 

Wretched 1% 14% 1 cp 

Squalid 2% 15% 3 cp 

Poor 3% 32% 5 cp 

Modest 4% 14% 20 cp 

Comfortable 5% 8% 100 cp 

Wealthy 10% 16% 200 cp 

Aristocratic 15% 2% 1000 cp 

Noble 60% 1% 3000 cp 

Government Government  

Type 

Hereditary Monarchy 

The King is the head of the Government, usually advised the Queen, 

the Prince, and assorted Advisors, usually from a Syndicate and/or 

Clan. 

The Royal Family is divided among Dukes, Earls, and Counts, who 

oversee regions.  

Clans and Syndicates create their own laws, however, and most 

people are members of one or both (including the royal family). This 

creates a situation where there are often three competing legal forces, 

with their own goals and objectives. 

Clan Guyle seeks to restore the monarchy. 

Syndicracy 

Hierarchy Egalitarian 

Ruling Body King Thomas Monterosa 

Local Bodies 

City Duke Marshal  

Town Duke Marshal  

Village Earl Marshal  

Hamlet Count   

Law & Rights Patrols By    

There are three broad groups of police at work, each serving different 

legal systems. The Marshals are the legal force, working singly or in 

teams of 3 to 7. Marshals are infamous for being incorruptible. Grand 

Marshal Ness would stand for nothing less. 

Clans often have Highwaymen who see to their interests. They are 

more subtle, and act as judge and executioner. 

Syndicates use Enforcers. Known for brutality, and not for sharpness, 

they too are judge and executioner, but overall less deadly. 

Trial is before a Lord of the Realm, with a jury of 7 for each case. 

Verdicts are simple, swift, and sentences are fines and confinement. 

The prisons of Durango are all islands. 

Police Marshals, Highwaymen, Enforcers 

Presumed Innocent   

Defense Barrister   

Judge Title Count Earl Duke 

Jury Jury of 7, chosen by Judge 

Appeal None   

Sentences Fines, Imprisonment 

Prisons Rikers Alcatraz Royale 

    



Military Units Infantry, Cavalry, Navy, Air 

The military of Durango is composed of every able-bodied person 

between the ages of 6 and 10. Education in military law and tactics 

begins in childhood, and those between 10 and 15 are subject to 

conscription later by Marshals or in need. 

This military force is often variable, for both the Clans and the 

Syndicates will draw from their rolls for similar functions, but in 

times of threat, will withdraw. 

The general purpose of the military is to protect not only Durango, 

but the Bright lands, should a threat ever arise from the Ancient Land. 

This ongoing preparedness is a caution built into the very fabric of the 

nation, from its earliest days when the founders realized they were 

near the Ancient land. 

As a result, there are warehouses stocked with supplies throughout 

the realm – roughly 5% of all militarily useful materials are pulled 

every year. 

Squad Size 3 + Leader Conscripts  

Leader Officer   

Platoon Sencurian 3 squads  

Cohort Prefekt 3 platoons  

Legion Legaet 3 cohorts  

Regiment Sintag 3 legions  

Division Komander 3 regiment  

Battleships 12   

Destroyers 36   

Frigates 140   

Vessels 220 Vessels are support craft 

Warcraft 40 Essentially Tanks 

Battlecraft 15 Mobile artillery 

Skycraft 120 Rarely used 

Commerce Staple Foods   

When it comes to trade, Durango is not a place that many think of; 

save for their having the best wines, best sugar, and their famously 

potent distilled spirits. 

They are a leading contender for the most items preserved – pickling, 

canning, jellied, jugged, dried, smoked, salted, honeyed, sugared, and 

possible ore are just some of the ways that the ever resourceful 

Durangans have found to preserve food, using tricks that are all but 

unknown elsewhere. 

Durangan sausages are almost as ubiquitous as Aztic pocket breads 

on ships, and are served to passengers on both airships and the 

locomotive. 

For a realm that has alcohol forbidden, it produces the most wide 

variety of hard liquors and is infamous outside of its area for the 

quality of its brothels. 

Surprisingly, very few of its special carriages ever leave, while gold 

and antiquities from the Ancient lands are often shipped around the 

bright lands. 

Wheat Barley Oat Potato 

Beef Pork Chicken Fish 

Beets Rye Cabbage Turnips 

Grapes Berries Nuts Pears 

Apples Peaches Garlic Onion 

Carrots Legumes Peas Beans 

Trade Goods Hops Beer 

Wine Sausage Garlic Onion 

Apples Rye Wheat Barley 

Potatoes Turnips Beans Oak 

Pine fadeleaf bloodnuts mycor 

Pickled goods Salt’d goods Sugar Salt 

Liquor Gold Antiques  

Regional Norms Virtues  Sins  

Durangans see themselves as homebodies, but are known to enjoy 

parties, and graciousness is a major expectation – to refuse a guest is 

almost a crime, and to be a poor host is a shame and humiliation few 

will tolerate being accused of.  

 

Be Good  Being Evil  

Loyalty  Ingratitude  

Respect Elders  Dishonor  

Fortitude  Rudeness  

Preparedness  Ungraciousness 

Dutifulness  Betrayal  

Graciousness    

Integrity    

    



 

Kinship & Courtship Hierarchy Patriarchy   

The father in a Durangan family is the head of household, and has 

absolute say over all his children until they are 5. From five to 7, 

mothers have absolute say over children. After 7, it reverts to the 

father.  People in Durango usually only have one spouse – more 

would be a bother.  

Men pursue women, who are expected to be receptive to a point – but 

only one man can pursue a given woman at any time, and the woman 

has the power to end it or identify a suitor of her choice. Only women 

can apply for divorce in Durango. Women in Durango do not work 

outside the home and are expected to be pleasing to husbands. Other 

options are possible, but not as recognized relationships, and those 

involved are still expected to meet these expectations. 

 

Loci Patrilocal   

Lineage Patrilineal   

Inheritance Eldest Male in Family 

Marriage By Choice   

Debts None   

Surname Clan, usually, but patrilineal otherwise 

Quirks  

 

 

 

Factions Major Factions Kurgan Ford 

There are two kinds of factions in Durango: Clans and Syndicates. The 

Syndicates have driven out the guilds and taken over many of those 

roles – only the Innkeepers guild and Messengers remain.  

Clans are by oath, and many a person has competing membership in 

both Clan and Syndicate.  

Guyle Tensin Valdemar Cosa 

Triskelion Temerity Heron Comint 

    

    

Cultural Highlights Features 

The streets of Durango are not known for being safe – especially when 

competing syndicates or clans are engaged in a war. A drive buy 

crossbow bolt might not seem like much of a threat, but when a half 

dozen are flying with no warning, one can never be too careful. 

Worse are the duels between the various students and masters of 

swords or magic that can arise – usually over some woman, and never 

ending well for any of the parties. 

Durangan homes are usually divided into public and private areas, 

with kitchens and latrines in between. One innovation that has many 

jealous is a complex system of copper piping that uses hand cranked 

pumps to provide water to the various homes, called “apartments”, in 

which everyone live. Large cisterns usually reside next to the 

fireplaces in the homes, which are built of wood with stone between 

the walls. Windows are usually oval, and filled with a clear glass or a 

curtain. Stairs connect the floors, often to the side of the rooms, and 

there is always a “backroom” in any given storefront where the family 

enters and exists. 

These homes are often owned by Syndicates or Clans, and the cost of 

them can vary. Those owned by the Lords tend to be nicer, but the 

Lords are also less likely to be forgiving of people. 

Durangans are a hardy, tough people, rarely given to jumping at 

shadows, and tend to be known for being more grounded than most. 

 

 

Complexion    

Hair    

Eye    

Ability Score +1 Int +1 San  

Lang Slots +0   

Accent Thick, New York blended with Chicago 

Classes Allowed Races  Allowed 

Barbarian N/A Cambion X 

Bard X Dwarf X 

Cleric X Elf X 

Druid X Elohim X 

Mekanik X Fay X 

Monk X Gnome X 

Paladin X Gobkin X 

Ranger X Human X 

Rogue X Therian X 

Sorcerer X   

Warlock X   

Warrior X   

Wizard X   

        


